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Fluid leaking from legs is a symptom of several diseases, most common of which is edema.
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Small bumps on the skin which are filled with pus are called 'pustules.' Larger bumps filled with
pus are abscesses. If small bumps contain a clear fluid , they are.
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Apr 26, 2016. A blister describes any raised, fluid-filled skin lesion.. Such blisters are often
formed on the lower legs and should be treated in the same. . These can be large, unilocular,
clear blisters and are associated with heart failure .
Small bumps on the skin which are filled with pus are called 'pustules.' Larger bumps filled with
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bumps contain a clear fluid , they are.
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Small bumps on the skin which are filled with pus are called 'pustules.' Larger bumps filled with
pus are abscesses. If small bumps contain a clear fluid , they are. 11-7-2017 · A vesicle, or
blister , is a small, defined elevation of the outer layer of the skin (known as the epidermis). It is
filled with serum, the clear watery. 12-7-2017 · About a month ago I developed a few clear liquid
filled bumps on the top of my pinky finger. They were itchy at first. They eventually popped
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12-7-2017 · About a month ago I developed a few clear liquid filled bumps on the top of my pinky
finger. They were itchy at first. They eventually popped (sometimes I. Find Edema Blister
Treatment. Read about Edema Blister , contact a traumatology doctor near you. Compare costs.
Find Doctors, Get a Quote
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16-2-2017 · Causes of Fluid Filled Bumps on the Skin That Cause Itching Photo Credit
champja/iStock/Getty Images.
These painful water-filled bumps appear most frequently on the hands and feet, but. Small ones
may look like clear pimples while large blisters can be the size of a. The Reader's Digest article,
"9 Ways to Heal Blisters on Feet or Anywhere," . Jun 2, 2016. A blister, or vesicle, is a raised
portion of skin that is filled with fluid. You are probably familiar with blisters from wearing
uncomfortable shoes.
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Nov 23, 2016. Bullae are blisters that appear when fluid is trapped under a thin layer of your. The
skin that is affected will be slightly raised and usually have clear fluid inside.. Friction blisters
appear most often on your hands and feet.
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